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Abstract— Upon receiving Nobel Prize 2010 Graphene has become one of the most popular material for scientists and 
researchers because of its features such as exceptionally high mechanical strength, high energy transmission, flexibility , heat 
resistance and superconductivity. In this paper, Graphene material, which is formed by carbon molecules in two dimensional 
hexagonal mesh structure, is investigated in terms of its contribution to high strength, weight reduction, range increase and 
fuel consumption decrease of aerial vehicles. It has been projected that Graphene’s flexibility will provide a great deal of 
convenience during manufacturing process. Furthermore, its mechanical properties are compared with aluminum composites 
which are already used in air vehicles and according to findings Graphene will be more functional than aluminum 
composites and will be a breakthrough material in future air industry. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Until 1980, scientists thought three allotropes of 
carbon exist (diamond, graphite and amorphous 
carbon). After Novaselov and his team’s studies were 
published in 2004, two-dimensional one double and 
multi-layered carbon was named graphene. 
(Novaselov et al. 2004). Novaselov and his team 
have managed to synthesize graphene in a single plate 
and prove that its mechanical and electrical features 
are beyond expected. Andre Geim and Konstantin 
Novaselov won Nobel Physics Prize because of their 
studies in 2010 (Du et al. 2011). Graphene is a 
versatile carbon compound. Graphene is harder than 
diamond but highly flexible. Its excellent properties 
include high Young’s modulus (1 TPa), high fracture 
strength (125 GPa), extreme thermal conductivity 
(5000 W m_1 K_1) and super charge-carrier mobility 
(200,000 cm2 V_1 s_1) [1]. With the melting point 
value of 4510 K,  Graphene is the most heat resistant 
material. Although graphene made sp2 hybridization 
it is known as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Wu 
et al. 2007). In addition to its mechanical, optical and 
thermal features graphene is taking attention of many 
engineering branches by being elastic and easy to use. 
Aviation industry is one of them. Graphene will be an 
effective material for aviation industry which is using 
new generation high technological materials.  

 
II. DETAILS  
 
2.1. Specifications and the choice reason of 
materials which used in the aircraft industry 
From the beginning of the aviation history the 
progress of aerial vehicles is incredible. High speed 
and maneuver are the key skills which separate them  
from other vehicles. So planes always become in the 
center of technology. We are taking advantage of 
planes in military and commercial fields a lot. These 

useful vehicles have taught us one important rule. 
Aviation rules were written in blood. The slightest 
mistake can be the trigger of very serious 
consequences. Therefore, production and 
maintenance of the aircraft materials have critical 
importance. Another fact related to aviation is being 
light in weight. For flying at high speeds, to have a 
longer range, to have less fuel consumption, for 
carrying more load and for easily climbing higher 
altitudes, a plane must be light. This is why the 
scientific community is looking for light materials 
without compromising from strength [3]. 
 
2.2. Aluminum alloys  
Scratches, cavities and other minor errors  on the 
materials used in the aircraft industry can lead to 
grave consequences. Aluminum and aluminum -based 
alloys are quite good and widely used in the aircraft 
industry due to high corrosion resistance and specific 
strength. Recently, with increasing weldability, the 
use of aluminum alloys significantly increased. 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys have entered the 
aircraft industry in the 1930s. From that day to this 
day both aluminum sector and aircraft industry   have 
been many developments in the aircraft industry have 
made many developments and aluminum became the 
main material for the  aircraft industry.[3] 

 
2.3 Places of use and Alloys 
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[3] 

 
2.4  2024 Alloy 
Chemical Composition Limits: 
Chemical components of alloy 2024 
 

 
[3] 

 
Typical Applications: 
Several structural parts. Used in element structure in 
the aircraft industry and envelope of helicopter rotors 
and rivets. 

 
Physical characteristics 

 
[3] 

 
2.5 7075 Alloy 
 
Chemical Composition Limits: 
Chemical components of alloy 7075 
 

[3] 
Typical Applications: 
Use in places where high strength and good corrosion 
resistance are required. Used in aircraft as a structural 
material. 

Physical characteristics 
 

 
[3] 

 
Mechanical properties: 

 
[3] 

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Comparison with other known material graphene 
(aluminum sample) 
We know that because of which features we choose 
those materials for aircrafts. You can see the 
comparison of graphene with other materials, 
including aluminum which is already used in 
aviation. 
 

 
 

[4] 
 
As we understand from the table, graphene's 
mechanical tensile test is far beyond of nearest 
rival.And this competitors don't have graphene's 
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versatility.Even Aluminum which is already used in 
aviation can't find any place to itself on Tensile 
strength (MP) table. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Upon receiving Nobel Prize 2010 Graphene has 
become one of the most popular material for 
scientists and researchers because of its features such 
as exceptionally high mechanical strength, high 
energy transmission, flexibility , heat resistance and 
superconductivity. High Young’s modulus (1 TPa)  
highfracture strength (125 GPa) [1] extreme thermal 
conductivity (5000 W m_1 K_1) and super charge-
carrier mobility (200,000 cm2 V_1 s_1)  
Tm 4510 K [2] Graphene which has this kind of 
features will contribute a lot to aviation industry.  
In our study graphene was compared with aluminum 
alloys which are already used in aircraft (2024-7075). 
And we have seen graphene is more suitable than 
aluminum in every field. Particularly in airframe, 
graphene can be use on many parts of airplane. in this 
comparison  Graphene emerges as a versatile 
material. Graphene will contribute many features 
(such as high resistance , lightweight , fuel-saving 
and  increasing  the range) to new generation air 
vehicles. Because of its elastic feature it will have lots 
of profits on producing and marketing. 
 
I think graphene's features on planes are far beyond 
than written in this paper. Graphene's extreme 
electrical conductivity and mechanical strength 
makes it a perfect material for systems. Because of 
transmisson rate, computer systems which are made 
of graphene  will  have very high processing capacity 
in direct proportion. At the same time many new 
generation sensitive sensors may be added on board. 
Thanks to its high thermal conductivity, icing 
problems will disappear on aircraft. Aircraft's biggest 
enemy (moisture) will not pose a problem anymore 

with these features. Graphene will play an important 
role as a future material in the aircraft system. 
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